The Voice
African News Magazine in the Netherlands
4th September 2015
Attention: Mr. Steve Mwase
Zandaam
The Netherlands
Dear Mr Mwase,
REF: NOMINEE FOR THE VOICE MAGAZINE
ACHIEVERS AWARD 2015
“OUTSTANDING AFRICAN WRITER AWARD”
On behalf of The Voice Magazine and The Voice Achievers Award Committee, we have
the honour to inform you that the award committee has proudly nominated and
conferred on you, Steve Mwase as our Outstanding “Diaspora African Writer award
winner for 2015.
This Award will be bestowed on you at a ceremony slated for 22nd & 23rd October 2015 at
the prestigious Diamant party Centrum, Touwslagerij 9, 1185ZP, Amstelveen, The
Netherlands.
Mr. Mwase, you were a unanimous choice because of your tremendous contributions to
the development, advancement and general awareness as a writer from Africa, blending
your new cultural environment, the Netherlands with your African heritage, exposing
the beauty of Africa. You are an exemplary leader and a rare breed of excellence whose
quality of character and sincerity of purpose places you on the platform of a role model
and a mentor to African youths.
It was thoughtful of you to develop your writing skills as many African youths are
encouraged to be writers today. Your writing has become a “movement” rather than a
commercial entity. The unique world-class story telling you do creates positive
affirmation of “yes we can”.
We therefore want to use this medium to appreciate your good contributions in creating
desired positive awareness on Africans and non-Africans with your collection of books.
As a living example for Africa and the rest of the world, the Voice magazine is honoring
you with this award.
Kindly accept our gesture and respond promptly to enable us continue our preparations.
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We would require a profile and two photos of you if you do accept the award
nomination.
You can check our website on previous awards at www.thevoiceachieversaward.com
We look forward to hearing from you soonest
Our esteem Regards,
For: The Voice News magazine

For: 2015 Awards Committee
Elvis Ndubuisi Iruh
Editor-in-Chief
Mail to: info@thevoicenewsmagazine.com
http://www.thevoiceachieversaward.com

Sierra Leone President, Dr. Ernest Bai Koroma, receiving his Icon of Democracy Award
in the Netherlands from the Editor-in-Chief, Elvis Iruh of the Voice magazine
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